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1

Introduction

1.1

Background
Clay Cross is a small former industrial and mining Town with a distinct sense of identity and rich
industrial heritage. The Town thrived in the 19th century following the discovery of both coal
and iron, while driving the tunnel for the North Midland Railway, and the establishment of the
George Stephenson and Co business. The growth of the railways in 1840 led to the creation of
the Clay Cross Company, by the Liverpool branch of Stephenson engineers, which remained the
Towns major employer for well over 150 years, undertaking iron working and brick making.
Following a series of takeovers from 1985, initially by Biwater and then French company SaintGobain, the company closed in 2000 with the loss of around 750 jobs. Since the site was
demolished in 2008, there has been growth in new housing and some redevelopment of the
Town Centre, and the area has been designated as a key social and economic focus within the
south of the North East Derbyshire district.
The Town Deal and Towns Fund provide the area with the opportunity to transform the Town
Centre and unlock its potential as a focus for community pride, investment, enterprise, living
and learning. The Board’s Vision ….
“ for a transformed Clay Cross is one of a thriving and industrious market town, built on
a strong and vibrant community spirit and a unique heritage, forged around a renewed
heart that responds to the aspirations of a growing population with a future founded
on enterprise, skills and learning, innovation, low carbon technology and
sustainability.”
In order to achieve this vision, a strategy has been developed for the Town which seeks to
address the key challenges and exploit potential opportunities. The Town Investment Plan is
focused on five themes – Town Centre Regeneration; Connectivity; Skills and Enterprise;
Health, Wellbeing and Leisure; and Clean Growth. A number of projects have been developed,
that will be submitted for Towns Fund, to stimulate growth across the area:


Market Street/Bridge Street – mixed-use redevelopment for commercial, retail, leisure
and residential purposes including a town square events space;



Clay Cross Creative – conversion and refurbishment of buildings on Market Street to
create artist and creative workspace, including spaces for meetings, offices, a gallery, café,
box park/artisan workshed and garden;



Bridge Street/Smithy Street – redevelopment of land at Bridge Street to create a new
mixed-use leisure and residential area and relocation of bus station to improve linkages
between heart of the town centre and adjacent retail areas;



Clay Cross Training, Learning and Enterprise Hub – this will comprise new and refurbished
space for skills, training and enterprise – providing a hub for key employers in the area
(e.g. Worcester Bosch); SMEs and a learning resource for local residents;
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1.2



Street Public Realm and Traffic Management – works on High Street, Market Street and
Eyre Street to reduce adverse impacts of traffic on quality of the street environment;



Sharley Park and Sharley Park Leisure Centre – replacement of existing leisure centre
incorporating an energy demonstrator project as well as creation of new Sharley Park
facilities;



Rail Station – this project will explore the feasibility of establishing a new rail station;



Low Carbon Industrial Workspace – delivery of new, high quality, smaller scale industrial
space for lease; and



District Heating Pilot – project to confirm feasibility of a District Heating network.

The Clay Cross Town Deal Area
Clay Cross is situated in North East Derbyshire about 5 miles south of Chesterfield on the A61
and approximately 5 miles to the east of the Peak District, as shown in Figure 1.1 below. The
Town Deal Area comprises the two wards of Clay Cross North and Clay Cross South1 set out in
Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.1: Clay Cross Location Map [Revised map needed]

1

The two wards comprise the middle super output area ‘North East Derbyshire 012’
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Figure 1.2: Clay Cross Town Deal Boundary
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[Figure X: Key features plan – being prepared]
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The Town is home to approximately 8,200 residents, of which 18% are young people, 61% are
working age residents (aged 16-64) and approximately a fifth are older people aged 65+. The
area has just under 450 businesses across the two Clay Cross wards which provide over 4,200
job opportunities largely within the retail, manufacturing, health and accommodation and food
industries.

5
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2

Contextual analysis

2.1

Introduction
The following sections describe the main challenges facing the town, the evidence of need, a
summary of the area’s key assets and strengths and opportunities for development. The
information has been drawn from a review of the property market; socio-economic data;
feedback from the stakeholder consultation process; and responses from the online survey of
residents, businesses and community groups within the area.

2.2

The main challenges facing the town

2.2.1

Lack of a Vibrant Town Centre
Clay Cross and the wider area has been identified for significant housing growth in the emerging
Local Plan, albeit the majority of this growth will be on the periphery of the Town. While this
housing growth provides an opportunity to stimulate growth within the local economy,
retaining this spending and activity in the town also presents a challenge – particularly in terms
of delivering a range of high quality services and facilities that will ensure that new and existing
residents look to Clay Cross to meet their needs, rather than locations outside the area.
Clay Cross has, in recent years, performed reasonably well as retail centre relative to its size and
location, however the Town Centre is dominated by Tesco (and Aldi to a lesser extent) and the
overwhelming majority of shoppers travel to Clay Cross by car. Furthermore, the dominance of
these edge of centre retail premises, detract from the vibrancy of the Town Centre. Although
previous regeneration frameworks for Clay Cross have promoted the regeneration of the Town,
a number of key objectives aimed at improving the Town Centre remain – including the creation
of a central space; improved traffic circulation on Eyre Street and Market Street; and the
delivery of the ‘Esplanade’ and link between Market Street and the Tesco development.
In respect of whether anything else should be considered in developing the Plan, respondents to
the consultation suggested that improvements to the frontages on the High Street and Market
Street were one of the three most important projects and further consideration should be given
to re-instating a market in Clay Cross.

2.2.2

Image and perceptions
Despite the area’s rich industrial heritage, strong sense of identity, attractive setting and
proximity to the Peak District, the area lacks profile and the poor appearance in parts of the
Town resulting from vacant and under-used sites; an oversupply of lower quality retail and
takeaway food stores; lack of cultural and entertainment assets; a dispersed town centre; and
instances of poor housing, are having a detrimental impact on the overall image and perception
of the Town.
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The limited awareness and positive property market sentiment are also having an impact on the
attraction of investment and businesses to the area, which has in turn put the Town Centre
Conservation Area at risk. This needs to be addressed as a matter of priority if the area is to
retain its status and become a thriving, industrious market town again.
2.2.3

Poor connectivity
While Clay Cross enjoys a strategic location on the A61, close to the M1 corridor, the area
currently has no rail connectivity, following the Beeching cuts in 1967, and there are poor
public transport linkages to the wider region.
Within the Town itself, the town centre is dispersed with a lack of connectivity between the key
locations and assets. The road layout and traffic circulation draw cars into the heart of the
Town Centre which reduces the quality of the pedestrian environment. Cycle routes are also
currently limited which is in turn impacting the promotion and uptake of sustainable travel
options for residents and workers within the Town.
The long term objective of delivering a train station to the town is referenced in the emerging
Local Plan and strategy for Clay Cross and it is hoped that the delivery of HS2 will further
influence the scope for additional local rail service provision in the area.
With regard to the public consultation undertaken, in terms of additional projects that
respondents thought should be included in the Plan, common responses included the need to
further consider vehicular movement through Clay Cross, and the need for better cycle routes
throughout the Town. Traffic management was rated the second most important project, after
a replacement leisure centre.

2.2.4

Jobs, skills and education
At present, the industrial structure of Clay Cross is comprised of businesses within
manufacturing, health, accommodation and food services, motor trades and retail. While the
area has a relatively high job density in line with the national average (e.g. 0.85 jobs for every
working age person), productivity is lower and there are a higher number of jobs in lower value
added sectors.
Furthermore, the area does have a higher proportion of residents who are outside the labour
market, compared with the average for the North Derbyshire, the region and national
comparators; pockets of deprivation (specifically related to employment and education) and
poor social mobility within the Town; and lower levels of educational attainment all of which
impact on the supply of labour, the competitiveness of the business base and the Town’s ability
to attract new businesses and investment to the area. The area also has a relatively low level of
entrepreneurship and business start-ups.
As there are significant employment land allocations in Clay Cross, at Coney Green and Biwater,
consideration will need to be given to how these can be brought forward, and how local
residents can be sustainably linked to the opportunities that they provide.

2.2.5

Leisure and health
7
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Clay Cross currently has a number of heritage assets however, as a whole the Town Centre
Conservation Area is considered at heritage risk. Similarly, there are lots of green spaces in the
Town but the Local Plan evidence report suggests there is an under provision in children’s play
and youth facilities. In addition, Sharley Park Leisure Centre, an important community asset
within the Town is currently out-moded and costly to run.
Alongside the deficit of cultural and entertainment assets, the area also has higher than average
instances of poor health (including for example a higher proportion of residents with long term
limiting illnesses, and higher percentage of people with obesity in the area), affecting residents’
quality of life.
While two thirds of all survey respondents indicated that the most important project for Clay
Cross was a replacement leisure centre and improvements to Sharley Park, the provision of
activities for older children and teenagers, and improved leisure facilities and local parks were
recurrent themes raised throughout, alongside the need for additional tree planting and green
spaces. When asked about the proposed vision for the Town Investment Plan, 91% were
broadly in agreement with the draft proposed, with references to quality of life and health and
well-being deemed the biggest omissions.

2.3

Evidence of need, relevant to proposed projects

2.3.1

Property Market
The following details of the property market, highlighted by Thomas Lister in their report for the
area (see Appendix x), provides evidence to support the need for a revitalized Town Centre with
a market offering, office accommodation for potential start-ups, and a new leisure centre offer
to improve the quality of life for residents living in the area.
(i)

Retail

Along Market Street and the High Street in Clay Cross, the location for some of the proposed TIP
projects, the market assessment highlighted that the retail units are predominantly occupied by
small, independent local businesses, with the units having a small floorspace as well as poor
access and parking. It is suggested that improvements could be made to this retail floorspace
provision by re-developing and combining the traditional units. However, given that many Clay
Cross residents travel to neighbouring town Chesterfield to access national retailers, overall it is
suggested that it would be unlikely for a large-scale retail development to come forward
imminently in Clay Cross.
Although the location of Tesco, Aldi and Iceland within Clay Cross mean that the food retail
market is relatively well served, it has been noted that there is no market offering within Clay
Cross. In terms of vacancy rates, research has identified that there are only two units currently
available for let/sale. This figure is likely to be higher now, as not all vacant units are currently
being actively marketed and COVID 19 is likely to have impacted the high street.
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(ii)

Office

Despite there being purpose built and modern office accommodation to the east of Clay Cross
town centre, the office market within Clay Cross is considered to be limited. A total of 1,271 sq.
ft is available to let within the current output of town business park settings. Furthermore,
although there are proposals for the delivery of office space as part of the Egstow Park
Development near Clay Cross, it is suggested that is unlikely that a developer would proceed
with a speculative office scheme in Clay Cross. Nonetheless, it has been recognised that there is
no flexible office workspace aimed at SMEs and local individuals in Clay Cross, which represents
a gap in the market and rationale for the potential development of an enterprise centre.
Importantly, the lack of a train station in Clay Cross and its inferior transport system means that
office locations are preferable in neighbouring towns such as Chesterfield (despite this office
market also being limited).
(iii) Industrial
Related to the strong presence of manufacturing within the area, the industrial market in Clay
Cross is focused around Coney Green, and it is generally suggested that the industrial market is
well catered for. Despite large scale industrial development perhaps not being required for Clay
Cross, there is potential demand for small, high quality units, although viability issues associated
with short term flexible leases mean this type of development has not come forward to date.
(iv) Leisure, Food and Beverage
There are many fast food and takeaway outlets in Clay Cross at the expense of more traditional
restaurants and bars. Nonetheless, there is considered to be demand for more traditional
restaurants and bars in Clay Cross, with the potential for local and regional operators to
establish these types of businesses.
Meanwhile, the leisure market in Clay Cross is limited, with no private gyms or leisure centres as
well as activities such as a cinema or bowling alley. The property market review specifically
highlights that the Sharley Park Leisure Centre is outdated. Given the housing development
which has taken place already in Clay Cross, it is anticipated that there would be sufficient
demand for a new leisure centre.
(v)

Residential

As previously mentioned, there has been recent housing growth in Clay Cross. Despite this, it is
suggested that more starter homes and good quality rental apartments could be delivered in
Clay Cross, which would be more affordable than larger 3 and 4 bed family houses which have
been the focus of these other previous developments.
2.3.2

Connectivity
Traffic management and public realm works on the High Street, Market Street and Eyre Street
was highlighted as the second most important potential project in the second phase
consultation survey, with over 60% of respondents highlighting it as very important. In terms of
other projects that should be considered, the following three responses were among the most
commonly mentioned:
9
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the need to further consider vehicular movement through Clay Cross;



provision of better cycle links throughout the Town; and



improving the Town’s accessibility – possibly through the delivery of the train station.

The A61 is identified as a cause of severance within the town, with high levels of through traffic
including HGVs. This has significant implications in terms of local environmental conditions and
quality of life for residents along this corridor.
In addition to this, the review of local infrastructure provision and consultations highlighted
other significant challenges:


poor linkages between the town centre and other parts of the town;



abundance of surface car parking within the town centre, promoting car use for local
journeys;



lack of rail infrastructure and services; and



slow bus speeds and poor bus service reliability, air pollution and a lack of cycle routes.

While there are local challenges in relation to transport infrastructure, the town benefits from
extensive access to superfast broadband, with evidence the full fibre is now being rolled out.
Figure 2.1: Digital Connectivity
Broadband
120.00%

100.00%
80.00%
60.00%

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

NE Derbyshire
Superfast

East Midlands
Ultrafast

UK

Full Fibre

Source: Think Broadband

2.3.3

Low wage, low value-added jobs
There are currently approximately 4,200 jobs within the Clay Cross area, with a higher
proportion of jobs in – manufacturing, health, accommodation and food services, and motor
trades – compared with North East Derbyshire, and the regional and national averages.
Manufacturing and Health account for almost 50% of all employment in Clay Cross as shown in
Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1: Employment by sector

Source: Business and Employment Register, BRES 2018

Worcester Bosch is a major employer in the area contributing to the concentration of
manufacturing jobs, however whiles there is projected growth in GVA over the longer term for
transport equipment, machinery and equipment (for NE Derbyshire as a whole), there is a
forecast decline in employment of 13.5% (Experian Projections, pre-COVID).
Furthermore, it is envisaged that there will be adverse short-term impacts expected in the
manufacturing sector as a result of the pandemic, resulting from workplace health and safety
and social distancing, coupled with medium to longer term impacts of Brexit also likely within
the industry and environmental changes.
The industries referenced for Clay Cross are also characterized by lower wages and low valueadded jobs, which in turn have an impact on average productivity and GVA within the local
economy. While productivity figures are not available for the local level, the average for NE
Derbyshire is £43,825, which compares with £47,958 and £56,387 for the East Midlands and
national comparators respectively.
As shown in Figure 2.2 below, there is also a much lower proportion of residents in professional
roles (9.4% vs 21.3%), associate and technical (8.6% v 14.5%) and managerial (7.6% v 11.3%);
and a correspondingly higher proportion of residents in lower value added jobs – e.g.
elementary occupations, plant and machine operatives, and sales.
Figure 2.2: Residents employed by occupation - North East Derbyshire compared with the UK
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Source: Annual Population Survey (APS) 2019

Analysis of the most recent UK business counts also demonstrate low business density within
Clay Cross, with 311 businesses per 10,000 of the population – below the district level of 324,
regional level of 372 and the national figure of 401. As shown in Figure 2.3 below, business
density in the NE Derbyshire district has been consistently lower than the regional and UK levels
and the gap between the region and the UK has been widening. Analysis of the business
demography data shows a decline in business births, with 320 businesses created in NE
Derbyshire in 2018 down 19.0% since 2015.
Figure 2.3: Business Density – North East Derbyshire compared with the UK

Business Density
410
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NE Derbyshire
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East Midlands

2017

2018

United Kingdom

Source:ONS, UK Business Counts

Local level business data, from the MINT database demonstrates there are approximately 500
businesses across the two Clay Cross wards, 37% of which are self-employed in construction,
mechanics, retail and professional services. More broadly, businesses are concentrated in wholesale and retail; construction; accommodation and food services; professional, scientific
and technical; and health sectors.
Further enterprise and entrepreneurship is required to underpin the development of a more
dynamic and resilient business base and drive innovation within the area.
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2.3.4

Skills and economic activity
In July 2020 Clay Cross had an unemployment count of 7.9% with approximately 335 people
claiming JSA and Universal Credit. This was higher than all comparators as shown in Figure 2.4
below. The graph also shows that unemployment in the area has been consistently higher than
all comparators for the last 7 years.
Figure 2.4: Claimant Count Unemployment Rate Trends
Claimant Count Rates (% working age population)
9.0
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Source: NOMIS Claimant Count Data

Alongside the higher number of workless residents, there is also a higher level of young people
not currently in employment, education or training (NEETs) which stood at 7.1% in June 2020,
and educational attainment at Tupton Hall High School is also lagging behind national
comparators. In 2019 56% achieved A-C in English and Maths compared with 65% nationally
and the attainment 8 score was lower at 42.6% compared with 46.7%.
While data for skills is not currently available below the district level, indications suggest that
there is a lower proportion of residents with higher skilled qualifications, and the employer skills
survey for Derbyshire demonstrates a higher percentage of employers with a skills gap than
England or the East Midlands, with higher than average skills gaps for hotels and restaurants,
education and manufacturing.
Based on the industrial structure for Clay Cross and sectors demonstrating vulnerability as a
result of COVID 19 (Manufacturing, retail, personal and food services) it is likely that there will
be increased demand for reskilling and upskilling within the area, in addition to the ongoing
need for digital skills acquisition, already identified as a gap within the current provision and
infrastructure.
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Figure 2.5: Qualifications levels and skills gaps for the region
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Source: Employer Skills Survey
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2.3.5

Health and quality of life
A closer look at some of the area’s quality of life indicators also indicate areas in need of
improvement, particularly with regard to social mobility, pockets of deprivation and health:


North East Derbyshire has been identified as a social mobility ‘cold spot’ as it is ranked 268
out of 324 local authorities, where 1=best performing local authority within England;



while overall deprivation for North East Derbyshire is mid-ranking (177/324, average of
the ranks for all domains) this masks polarisation and pockets of deprivation in areas such
as Clay Cross, Holmewood and Heath, and Grassmoor, as shown in Figure 2.6 below. In
Clay Cross three or the four LSOAs are in the worst 20% most deprived nationally in
relation to the Employment and Education;
Figure 2.6: Overall levels of multiple deprivation within Clay Cross
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the area has a high percentage of residents with long term limiting health conditions and
high levels of obesity – just under a quarter (22.3%) of all working age population have a
long-term health problem or disability compared with 13.1% nationally; and the levels of
obesity are currently higher than the national average, for example:
 among children in Reception in Clay Cross, 14.3% are obese and overall 27.9% have
excess weight (the national average is 8.8% and 21.8%) and for children in Year 6,
22.8% are obese and overall 39.7% have excess weight (the national average is
17.0% and 31.2%); and
 while adult data is not available for Clay Cross specifically, in North East Derbyshire
66.4% of adults are overweight or obese; higher than the Derbyshire average of
63.8% and the England average of 61.3%; and
 in contrast to England and the East Midlands, levels of walking and cycling have declined
over the last three years at the District Level with the exception of those
participating on a regular basis of five times per week.
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Proportion of adults who do any walking1 or cycling2 , for any purpose, by frequency

At least:
England
East Midlands
North East
Derbyshire

Once per month
2017-18 2015-16

Once per week
2017-18 2015-16

Three times p.w.
Five times p.w.
2017-18 2015-16 2017-18 2015-16

79.7

79.0

71.7

70.5

47.2

45.7

35.6

34.2

78.0

78.1

69.7

69.5

44.1

43.7

32.8

31.9

76.9

81.3

66.5

71.1

38.7

40.5

26.2

24.8

Education, skills and training are recognized as key part of the solution to raising aspirations
among the workforce and investment in leisure facilities and walking and cycling infrastructure
are key to improving the health of the local community, including young people.

2.4

The Town’s assets and strengths
Notwithstanding the issues identified in the preceding section, Clay Cross has many assets and
strengths which could be exploited further to promote inclusive growth and enhanced
productivity within the local economy. These include:


Heritage and landscape - clusters of heritage assets with significant potential and
attractive greenspaces – Clay Cross Tunnel and George Stephenson connection; Kenning
Park and Sharley Park, and the Town Centre Conservation area;



A strong manufacturing base – with key employers including Worcester Bosch and Global
Brands that remain committed to the local area; an established industrial market and
reasonable supply of premises with land available for development;



Business composition - existing and vibrant base of small business activity; and existing
skills assets within the town centre;



Recent private sector investment – for example the Town has, and is currently benefitting
from significant investment at Egstow Park’ with active developers in the market;



Community support – for the emerging strategy, designation as a focus for social and
economic growth in the District and committed entrepreneurs and community groups;



Accessibility - substantial passing traffic and the opportunity to attract local expenditure.
Clay Cross benefits from an accessible location with good road connections to key
employment and service centres within a wider catchment area and a reasonable bus
service providing public transport link to adjacent centres for work and training
opportunities;



Digital connectivity – 4G
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2.5

Rural Hinterland – Clay Cross is an attractive Town, benefitting from a number of green
spaces and good access/proximity to the Peak District.

Key opportunities for the town
The opportunities for the town stem from both current challenges and a number of strong
regeneration themes. The quality of the town centre has been identified in public consultation
and baseline research as a significant constraint on the town and its investment offer. The town
has certainly suffered from the impacts of a changing retail and leisure market, including out of
town and edge of centre development in retail and other sectors. However, it has also, to-date,
never fully addressed the industrial legacy that certainly dominated the town centre and its
immediate until the retail-led development to brought about significant, but not comprehensive
or integrated change. These and other factors have led to a somewhat dispersed, low density
town centre with significant areas of underused land, allied to a limited number of ownerships,
including land held by the public sector. These areas provide a significant opportunity to
accommodate transformational and deliverable change in the town centre, creating and
reinforcing character and viability, including, importantly, a market place. Being a small town
there is real scope for the town centre and other assets to be accessibly for all sections of the
community through active travel.
More broadly opportunities stem for the energy tradition of the town and the presence of the
leading energy business, Worcester Bosch. The town’s location on the strategic A61 offers the
potential of enhanced profile. The significant growth of the town, and indeed the wider area,
through housing development provides the opportunity to attract new visitors and businesses.
The edge of Peak District location and the substantial local parks provide an opportunity to
develop a strong lifestyle and active leisure dimension to the town, whilst the industrial legacy,
the connection with George Stephenson and the Clay Cross Tunnel provide the opportunity to
celebrate and rediscover Clay Cross’s traditional of enterprise, industry and innovation. The
industrial base of Clay Cross and the relative affordability of accommodation and a growing
number of small and micro businesses across a number of sectors, provide the opportunity to
develop a strong enterprise and skills culture. A number of underused heritage buildings and
the commitment of a number of arts and community groups as well as local entrepreneurs
provide the opportunity to add a new dimension of arts and creative-making to the town. The
adjacency of rail infrastructure to the town and the upcoming HS2 programme provides an
impetus to re-instate a Clay Cross station
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3

Strategy

3.1

Town Vision and Headline Outcomes

3.1.1

Vision
The Clay Cross Town Deal Board was established in March 2020 with partners drawn from key
stakeholders in business, local government and the wider public sector. They have a developed
a vision for the area, which is supported by community and stakeholder agencies, as described
below:
“Our Vision for a transformed Clay Cross is one of a thriving, sustainable and
industrious market town, built on a strong and vibrant community spirit and a unique
heritage, forged around a renewed heart that responds to the aspirations of a growing
population and with a future founded on enterprise, skills and learning, innovation and
low carbon technology.”
The Vision will be delivered through actions that will focus on five key themes:

3.1.2



Town Centre Regeneration – create a new heart to the town built around the needs of the
local community, extending and sustaining the offer to support a vibrant range of retail,
leisure and community services, within an environment that promotes civic pride;



Improving connectivity – enhancing connections within the town, establishing the centre
as a hub with high quality, sustainable linkages to neighbourhoods, workplaces and open
spaces. Measures to improve connectivity will promote more sustainable travel options
for residents and businesses, while mitigating the negative impacts of strategic
infrastructure on residents of the town;



Skills and Enterprise – delivering facilities in the heart of the town as a focus for key
partners, promoting joined-up services that respond to the needs of residents and the
business community, creating clear pathways to opportunity within priority sectors
including clean growth and digital;



Health, Wellbeing and Leisure – supporting lifestyles that are balanced and healthy
through measures that contribute to improved physical and mental health, providing
access to high quality and inclusive facilities, while enabling communities to make use of
an accessible and welcoming public realm environment;



Clean Growth – ensuring that investment proactively prioritises clean growth through
embracing green technologies, recognising opportunities for sustainable energy
generation and distribution..

Headline outcomes for 2030
To measure success and the extent to which the Board has achieved its vision, a series of high
level outcome targets have been set for 2030. These targets will be achieved through action
18
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delivered by all partners in the area and projects which include those in receipt of Towns Fund,
as well as other interventions underway that are supported by Government and the Private
Sector, for example future phases of the Egstow Park Development.
By 2030 the Town Deal Board will seek to:

3.2



Enhance the sustainability and diversity of services within the town centre, mitigating the
impact of COVID-19 to promote greater levels of activity, spend and occupancy;



Promote local economic growth through the creation of [xxx] new jobs, including within
higher value sectors aligned to strategic objectives within the Local Industrial Strategy;



Support business growth, providing a focal point for streamlined services that enables
indigenous firms to grow to their potential, increasing the density and size of businesses
to the national average;



Demonstrate significant reductions in the overall levels of emissions arising from homes,
industry and transport through ensuring that clean growth principles underpin
investment;



Raise local aspirations, providing clear pathways that enable residents and businesses to
gain the skills needed within the modern workplace, resulting in increased rates of
employment and a reduction in the proportion of residents with no qualifications;



Improve health and wellbeing outcomes for local residents through promotion of high
quality housing options, lifestyle changes, access to support services and greater economic
opportunity;



Support enhanced civic pride and community engagement, reflected in enhanced levels of
resident satisfaction and raised aspirations across the community;



Promote increased rates of cycling and walking for local journeys through the delivery of
high quality infrastructure, supporting reductions in emissions, air pollution and localised
congestion.

Objectives
The following objectives will guide progress towards delivering the vision for Clay Cross and are
presented within the context of the themes highlighted above:
(i)

Town Centre Regeneration

To transform the town centre and unlock its potential as a focus for community pride,
investment, enterprise, living and learning.
To radically enhance the character and environment of the town bringing forward new
opportunities for housing, new business space, transport infrastructure and enhanced
community facilities linking key assets together and creating new opportunities for enterprise,
creativity, sport and health and well-being.
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(ii)

Connectivity

To fundamentally shift the transport choices for both residents and businesses toward
sustainable, active and low carbon options, both locally and in the sub-region.
To establish walking and cycling as the principal transport choice for local trips, through creating
a comprehensive and connected network of pedestrian and cycle links as part of a green
infrastructure and public realm strategy
(iii) Skills and Enterprise
To place skills and enterprise at heart of the Town’s transformation, working with established
local businesses and education partners, to provide training, learning and employment support
opportunities for our young people, our workforce and our small business community with a
focus on clean energy, digital and industrial skills and the health and social care sectors.
(iv) Health, well-being and leisure
To promote health and wellbeing for residents through providing enhanced access to a range of
high quality opportunities for leisure and recreation at the heart of the town, responding to the
needs of target groups. To embed active and healthy lifestyles as a central feature of a
rejuvenated and vibrant town centre.
(v)

Clean Growth

To establish the town at the forefront of the low carbon revolution, working with established
local businesses, to deliver innovation in clean energy through development, innovation and
training.

3.3

Strategic alignment
The Town Investment Plan will support the delivery of priorities set out in the Regeneration
Framework for Clay Cross and is aligned with the policy objectives set out in North East
Derbyshire’s Local Plan (2014-2034). By raising aspirations, the profile, connectivity and
functioning of the area, it is envisaged that new businesses and jobs will be created within Clay
Cross, raising the productivity of the area. The Plan will therefore support the delivery of key
objectives within the D2N2 Local Industrial Strategy and contribute towards the Government’s
plan to get the economy moving again. The plan contains specific proposals that will enable
Clay Cross to pursue low carbon opportunities and assist the Government to meet net zero
targets by 2050.
Table 3.1: Contribution to local and national strategic priorities
Policy/Strategy

Strategic fit

National
National Climate
Change Act (2008,
amended in 2019)

The low carbon opportunities which are to be pursued as part of the Clay
Cross TIP, for example through the low carbon industrial workspace project,
will help to achieve the UK Government’s ambition to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to at least net zero by 2050.
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Table 3.1: Contribution to local and national strategic priorities
Policy/Strategy

Strategic fit

Sub-Regional

The Midlands
Engine

The challenges which have been identified within Clay Cross as part of the
development of the TIP overlap with the common challenges for the Midlands
Region identified by the Midlands Engine Economic Observatory – these are
skills, infrastructure, access to growth finance, and barriers to R&D
collaboration, commercialisation and knowledge diffusion/technology
adoption.
The rail feasibility and traffic management projects within the TIP support the
Midlands Connect Initiative and the investment in transport for growth
The TIP will facilitate employment space for businesses and therefore
contribute towards the Midlands Engine’s ambition to accelerate innovation
and enterprise.

Sheffield City Region
Strategic Economic
Plan 2015-2025

The A61 corridor, including Clay Cross, has been identified as a long term
spatial area of growth and change with the Sheffield City Region Combined
Authority, where a significant proportion of growth is expected to occur as a
result of mixed-use development and regeneration.

D2N2: Vision 2030

By addressing key challenges in Clay Cross such as high unemployment and
low wages, the TIP projects will help to achieve wider objectives for
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire set out in D2N2’s Strategic Economic Plan –
these include increasing wages and narrowing inequality, maintaining a high
and stable employment rate, and eliminating gaps in workforce qualifications
between D2N2 and the rest of the UK.
Projects such as the development of the Clay Cross Training, Learning and
Enterprise Hub will support the core theme of delivering skills and knowledge
for the future in the D2N2 region

D2N2: Local
Industrial Strategy

The suite of Clay Cross TIP projects are aligned with the three guiding
principles which are central to the emerging D2N2 LIS – these principles are
Upskilling for Productivity, Clean Growth, and Connectivity and Inclusion

Derbyshire
Environment and
Climate Change
Framework

The focus on delivering low carbon outcomes within the Clay Cross TIP will
help to ensure that greenhouse gas emissions across Derbyshire are
maintained within this area’s allocated carbon budget, as well as contributing
toward the achievement of net zero carbon emissions by 2050.

Local

North East
Derbyshire Local
Plan 2014-2034

The TIP will help to meet the housing and employment needs set out within
the Local Plan, where Clay Cross is identified within the Plan’s spatial strategy
as a Level 1 settlement (the most sustainable location for new development)
for the delivery of 995 new homes over the plan period.
The redevelopment of land within the Town Centre, the refurbishment of
Sharley Park Leisure Centre and the promotion of public transport within Clay
Cross, which will all be facilitated by the TIP projects, are supported by the
Council in the Local Plan.

Infrastructure Study

Projects such as the feasibility study for a rail station in Clay Cross will
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Table 3.1: Contribution to local and national strategic priorities
Policy/Strategy

3.3.1

Strategic fit

and Delivery Plan
(September 2017)

contribute towards delivery of the future infrastructure schemes identified
within the Infrastructure Study and Delivery Plan.

Derbyshire County
Council’s Local
Transport Plan
Three (April 2011)

The TIP will support a key priority to have a considered approach to new
infrastructure, where Clay Cross rail station is identified as a long-term
project which has the potential for appraisal as a County Council sponsored
scheme.

Clay Cross
Regeneration
Framework (first
published 2009,
updated 2013)

The TIP projects will help to support overarching themes for regeneration
including ‘Quality Clay Cross’ and ‘Healthy Landscapes’
There is overlap between the action areas set out within the refreshed Clay
Cross Regeneration Framework (2013) - namely the town centre, the high
street, Bridge Street triangle and Coney Green – and the location of the TIP
projects.
The TIP complements the Action Plan which has supplemented the
Regeneration Framework. The Action Plan has identified specific project
priorities which also feature within the TIP, such as: the revision of the bus
station; provision of a market square; arts/cultural facilities; quality office
space; improvements to public realm and shop frontage; and the
development of additional leisure facilities at Sharley Park.

Derbyshire Climate
and Carbon
Reduction
Manifesto

The TIP, by promoting energy efficiency and stimulating business
opportunities and job creation in the low carbon sector, will help Derbyshire
County Council commit to its pledge to reduce carbon emissions, reduce
waste and work with key partners to reduce emissions and improve the
environment.

North East
Derbyshire Climate
Change Action Plan
2019-2030

As above, the TIP will help the North East Derbyshire Council to ensure it can
remain committed to carbon reduction, with its Carbon Reduction Plan based
around themes such as Sustainable Buildings and Workplaces, Transport, and
Community and Collaboration.

Spatial strategy
Based on the assessment of needs, key challenges for the Town and opportunities for growth, a
spatial strategy for growth has been developed, set out in Figure 3.1 below. Central to the
spatial strategy is a reinvigoration of the town centre as the living heart of the town and being
the genuine centre of the community, providing access to a strong range of retail, leisure and
civic resources, but also importantly being the centre of community of life, confirmed through
the creation of a market square and the focusing of key new assets, such as the skills hub, in this
area. Importantly it will be accessible to the whole community by means of active travel.
Within the town centre the focus will be to enliven Market Street, with the redevelopment of
land to the north of Market Street and the creation of the Skills and Enterprise Hub and Creative
Clay Cross immediately to the south. This development will be centred around the new market
square. Development and access improvements to the north of the town centre around Bridge
Street will further strengthen the town centre but importantly create a link between the heart
of the town centre and edge of centre development around Tesco – creating an integrated,
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connected ‘whole’ town centre. Along High Street (A61) and Market Street, traffic management
and public realm works will reconnect this ‘gateway;’ area and ‘frontdoor’ to the town centre
into the new heart.
More widely the focus will be on developing and enhancing key assets and connecting through,
public realm and other into the town centre and thereby the town as a whole. Sharley Park and
Sharley Park Leisure Centre and the adjacent NHS Hospital will be the focus for active leisure,
health and well-being. Kenning Park will be a place for families and young children and more
passive and sedate recreation. Coney Park will continue to be the focus of industrial growth,
pushed forward through the provision of new local carbon industrial space and again connected
into the town centre via the walking and cycling network. Development to the north of the town
centre and beyond that improved walking any cycling infrastructure will connect with the
growth area of Egstow Park and the new rail station.
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Figure 3.1: Emerging Spatial Strategy for Clay Cross

Source: Emerging Strategy, Buttress
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3.3.2

Guiding principles
The implementation of the strategy will be guided by investment principles, recognising the
importance of aligning local transformation with key strategic themes that will shape
communities over the short, medium and longer term:


COVID-19 – the pandemic and response has already, and will continue to have, longlasting effects on communities and businesses within Clay Cross. There is clear evidence
that those in poverty have been most severely impacted during lockdown and are less well
placed to respond to challenges and opportunities in the recovery. Similar to many areas
experiencing significant deprivation, Clay Cross has been severely impacted.
Working with the Government, the Town Deal Board recognise the importance of
adopting a proactive response, investing to create the conditions for sustainable growth
over the longer term. Alongside ensuring that infrastructure adapts to meet the changing
demands placed on businesses and services, there is a recognition that investment must
also respond to the impact on communities, addressing unemployment and tackling the
longer term health consequences of the lockdown.



Green recovery – clean growth is established as a key theme and core objective of the
Investment Plan. The principle of promoting positive change through a truly green
recovery will underpin investment within the town. Establishing this as one of the guiding
principles of the Plan will ensure it is embedded in project planning from the outset. The
long term benefits arising from a green recovery will be recognised in the approach to
project prioritisation and investment.
The Town Board recognises that a green recovery will create significant opportunities and,
through the delivery of the Plan, it will look to engage with partners to ensure that local
businesses and residents are well placed to take advantage of future investments within
this sector.



Inclusive growth and promoting aspiration – levelling up requires that all sections of
society realise tangible benefits from intervention under the Towns Fund. Alongside
creating opportunities for investment within the town, the Plan will target disadvantaged
and deprived groups through investment that aligns with wider programmes, creating
pathways to opportunity for local residents at a range of levels.
Representing diverse interests, the Board recognises that effective partnership between
the public, private and community sectors will be critical to ensure that interventions
provide opportunities for local residents to reach their potential.

3.4

Prioritising projects for Towns Fund support

3.4.1

Criteria for selecting projects
A long list of projects has drawn up through the review of baseline evidence and discussions
with stakeholders including the Council, the Town Deal Board and representatives of the wider
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community. The projects were appraised against a range of criteria to identify those that would
be submitted for the Towns Fund, and in total nine projects were shortlisted. The assessment
criteria were selected having regard to HM Treasury guidance and are outlined in Table 3.2.
Table 3.1: Criteria for prioritising interventions for Towns Deal Funding
Criteria

Factors considered

Alignment with Towns Fund
Objectives (market failure,
ToC, delivery by 2026/27






Overall focus – economic and productivity growth
Eligible outputs
Early impact on the economy in response to COVID 19
Clean growth

Strategic fit
(Clay Cross Regeneration
Framework; Local Plan; D2N2
Industrial Strategy)




Developing the economy and tackling deprivation (inclusive
growth)
Focus on key objectives/priorities

Benefits





Additional benefits
Clear Theory of Change/logic model
Environmental benefits

Deliverability





Available skills and resources (including revenue support)
Project deliverability
Risks, dependencies and constraints

Affordability/leverage





Match Funding availability
Leverage
Cost Certainty

Fit with guiding principles





COVID-19 response
Green recovery
Inclusive growth and promoting aspiration

A results of the project prioritisation process are set out in Appendix X. A summary of the
rationale for inclusion of each project and what they are aiming to address is provided in the
following section, with an overall logic model for the Town Investment Plan.
3.4.2

Summary logic model for the Town Investment Plan and proposed projects
A logic model for the overarching Town Investment Plan is summarised in Figure 3.2, and Table
3.3 for the projects. Theories of change for each of the projects highlighted above are set out in
the project templates that comprise the second part of the Town Investment Plan (Tip 2).
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Figure 3.2: Logic model for the Town Investment Plan

Clay Cross Town Investment Plan
•
Local
context

•
•
•

•
•

Town Centre – poor appearance, connectivity, pedestrian
environment
Strong manufacturing base/employers Worcester Bosch
Lower skills and educational attainment; poor social
mobility, increasing unemployment
Poor health – high % long term health issues; high obesity
Projected increase in dependent population – young; 65+

•
•
•
•

Government Industrial Strategy; A Green Future
D2N2 Local Industrial Strategy
Clay Cross Regeneration Framework 2025
North East Derbyshire Council Plan 2019-2023; Local Plan

•
•

•
•
•

Improve Town Centre, image and perceptions
Enhance connectivity and strategic linkages
Raise aspirations for young people through improved education
and skills attainment; attract and grow new enterprises
Improve access to health, leisure and recreation facilities
Strengthen the community heart and pride within the area
Promote clean and inclusive growth

•
•

Strategic
context

Objectives
•
•
•

•
•
•
Inputs

•

Towns Funding
Town Deal Board
Active community and voluntary
sector and strong ethos of
partnership working
Private sector investment in the
area – St Modwen housing;
major regeneration schemes

Activities

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vibrant Town Centre
Well connected Town
Improved image and profile – maximising the Towns
Industrial heritage
Growth in the local economy – jobs/GVA
Increased wage rates and productivity (GVA per
worker)
Lower levels of unemployment and deprivation
Improved health and quality of life for residents
New business start ups; new businesses attracted to the
Town
Number of enterprises assisted with high quality
workspace
Number of new learners assisted to gain qualifications
Increased footfall/visitor numbers
Improved perception of the area
Attraction of new residents, retention of young people
Increasing land values
Reduced congestion

Clay Cross Creative
Market Street / Bridge Street
Bridge Street / Smithy Street
Training, Learning and Enterprise Hub
Public Realm and Traffic Management
improvements
New Sharley Park Leisure Centre
Rail Station feasibility
Low Carbon Industrial Workspace
District Heating Pilot (and Feasibility)
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Impacts

Outcomes

Delivery of new/refurbished of
commercial; retail; leisure floorspace
(sqm)
Business incubation space (sqm)
New/upgraded leisure facilities
Outputs
Establishment of new youth
facilities/services
Upgraded/repurposed
community/training hub
New skills infrastructure
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Table 3.2: Project logic model
Project
description

Towns
Fund
Request

Rationale

Alignment
with the
intervention
framework

Clay Cross
Creative

£750,000



Improvement of a key heritage building to
strengthen the Conservation Area, currently
at risk

Arts, Culture
and Heritage




Provide new, diversified job opportunities
Assist in rejuvenating the Town Centre –
increase footfall



Addresses the lack of cultural and
entertainment assets and key services in Clay
Cross
Potential to build on the activity of First Arts
and others to foster a creative makers’
initiative



Market Street
/ Bridge
Street

£4
million











Bridge Street
/ Smithy

£5



Creation of a square and event space
addresses current lack of public space for
events
Revitalisation of the Town Centre
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Urban
Regeneration,
Planning and
Land Use

Brings retail into the Town Centre
Re-use of vacant properties
Improved connectivity between Market St
and commercial/retail development to the
north – promoting linked trips, footfall and
expenditure in the Town Centre
Market square to provide a focus for
community activity, markets and events,
increasing footfall, retention of spend and
encouraging development of micro
businesses.
New housing meets need for lower cost
affordable homes within the Town Centre
Relocation of the bus station critical to Town

Outputs

Urban
Regeneration,

Refurbished workspace
floorspace
New businesses and
jobs
Increased visitors to the
town centre



New arts, cultural &
creative events



New commercial
floorspace
New jobs and town
centre living





New businesses
New arts, cultural &
creative events



Increased footfall,
spend - new jobs and

Outcomes /indicators



Improve
perceptions and
profile of the area



Increase number of
visitors




Additional visitors
to the town centre
Improve profile
and footfall within
the Town Centre



Land values
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Table 3.2: Project logic model
Project
description

Towns
Fund
Request

Street

million

Rationale






Clay Cross
Training,
Learning and
Enterprise
Hub (Social
Centre/AEC)

High Street
and Market
Street Public
Realm and
Traffic
Management

£3
million

Centre development
Improved linkages between heart of town
centre and edge of centre retail area

High unemployment, low educational
attainment, poor social mobility and
aspirations



Lower productivity and high proportion of
lower value added jobs
Skills support access to employment
opportunities, new and existing businesses
development and enhanced productivity

Skills
infrastructure



Demand led training to improve
competitiveness of the business base



Reduced traffic and congestion, improved
vehicle movements, enhance air quality and
environment



Will address poor appearance of the town
centre, poor perceptions and poor
pedestrian environment
Improved public realm – to attract more
visitors to the Town Centre



Planning and
Land Use

Re-use of underused land to create new
homes and commercial opportunities – new
activity, footfall and spend in the town
centre.
Scope to accommodate new larger format
leisure uses close to the town centre,
contributing towards retention of activity
and spend





£3
million

Alignment
with the
intervention
framework

Outputs





businesses
Additional visitors to
town centre




Brownfield land re-used
Land value uplift



New training
opportunities provided
– digital skills and
employer led
Provision of workspace
for micro enterprises





Increase sustainable
travel to and within
Town Centre



Improved
environmental
impacts




Reduction in congestion



Improved health
and well-being of
residents
Improved profile of
the Town Centre



Local
Transport

Outcomes /indicators



Improved
perceptions of the
place by residents,
businesses and
visitors
New enterprises

New learners
becoming job ready
 Unemployed people
assisted
 Increased wages
 Improved
productivity




Sharley Park

£6



Enhances the provision of green space and
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New community



Reduction in poor
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Table 3.2: Project logic model
Project
description

Towns
Fund
Request

and Sharley
Park Leisure
Centre
(incorporating
an energy
demonstrate
project and
housing to
the north of
Market
Street)

million

Rail Station
(feasibility)

Rationale








£100,000

£1.5
million

Sharley Park as a ‘destination’ space
attracting visitors to the Town Centre
Will promote healthy lifestyles – addressing
long term limiting illnesses, impacting
aspirations and productivity

Associated energy project will contribute to
net zero carbon objectives



Rail station- would improve market potential
of the area and its suitability for new
homeowners



Enhanced access to employment and training
opportunities in the wider region
Better commuting options will enhance
ability to attract and retain higher skilled
workers – improve competitiveness and GVA



Will enhance sustainable travel, reduce road
congestion



Potential to exploit opportunity for new, high
quality, smaller scale industrial space for
lease to meet latent local demand



Opportunity to deliver low carbon space
consistent with the wider energy strategy.
Retention of innovation, entrepreneurs and
higher skills in the Town



Outputs

Wellbeing
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Outcomes /indicators

facilities
Additional visitors



Addresses under-provision for young people
New leisure centre - key priority from
community consultation – currently outmoded and costly to run
Improvements to Bret Club - to provide
improved resources for the community and
young people





Low Carbon
Industrial
Workspace,
Coney Green

Alignment
with the
intervention
framework



Local
Transport





Enterprise
Infrastructure




Reduction in road trips
(by car)
Attraction of residents,
visitors, employees
Attraction of more
businesses/jobs




New industrial, high
quality floorspace
Attraction of new
businesses and jobs







health – increased
employment,
productivity
Raise image and
profile of the area
Improved quality of
life
Environmental
improvements –
low carbon

Increase land value
Environmental
improvements
Raise profile and
accessibility of the
area

Increased GVA
through new,
higher value added
businesses
Improved skills
base
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Table 3.2: Project logic model
Project
description

Towns
Fund
Request

Rationale

Alignment
with the
intervention
framework

District
Heating Pilot
(and
Feasibility)

£1
million



Clean Growth

Capitalises on opportunity afforded by:
o new leisure centre delivery with a
significant heat load
o the commitment of Worcester Bosch to
energy innovation
o the presence of a number of significant
industrial uses with high energy load
o the presence of significant ground
source heat to develop a clean growth
energy strategy for the town, potentially
utilising hydrogen as part of the energy
mix
 Addresses high instances of energy poverty
and continued extensive use of coal as a
domestic energy source
 Attraction of new energy sector businesses
and development opportunities
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Outputs






New community and
business infrastructure
Attraction of new
business opportunities
and jobs
Attraction of skilled
individuals

Outcomes /indicators






Increased jobs and
GVA
Reduced carbon
emissions and
improved
environmental
standards
Improved quality of
life for residents
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4

Engagement and delivery

4.1

Stakeholder Engagement

4.1.1

Overview
A range of stakeholders (residents, businesses and employers) have been consulted and
engaged throughout the development of the Clay Cross Towns Fund Investment Plan. A strategy
was developed and shared with officers from NEDC to provide clarity and transparency
regarding the process, and to inform residents and business of the future plans for Clay Cross
and to provide an opportunity to help shape their future.
Overall, two primary approaches to engagement have been adopted:

4.1.2



Public consultation – a phased consultation process to inform an assessment of current
conditions and priorities for the local community; and



Stakeholder consultation – one-to-one consultations with key stakeholders including
board members, employers, skills providers and other relevant parties.

Public Consultation
Two phases of consultation have been carried out, with the first focusing on ‘Issues and
Opportunities’ and the second phase consulting on the draft Investment Plan. The detailed
feedback from the consultation process is attached at Appendix X.
A variety of methods were utilised to engage the community and different stakeholders,
tailored to the various ways that people prefer to communicate and engage. An inclusive
approach sought to maximise the level of response from a wide cross-section of the community
employing a combination of digital and print mediums, including:


online content hosted on the Council’s website and a social media campaign, utilising
established platforms;



press releases informing residents about the consultation being open, what it’s for
and how to take part and the process, alongside postings in the News Magazine and
Derbyshire Times;



postcards to residents of Clay Cross and public exhibition boards;



promotion via local community groups and organisations.

In total [xxx] were engaged throughout the process. Alongside engagement with the
website and social media; there were 389 responses to the first survey and 225 responses
to the second phase. An article was also included in the NEWS magazine, distributed to
45,000 residents across NE Derbyshire, and postcards were hand delivered to 4,000 local
properties. All consultation responses and feedback were collated and results posted on
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the website to encourage ongoing dialogue throughout the consultation phase, and the
detailed responses and key findings from both surveys can be found in Appendix X.
(i)

Phase 1: 26th June - 13th July

The first phase of the consultation and engagement process comprised:


The development and launch of the website – which was been updated regularly – and
publicised via ‘We Love Clay Cross’ post cards delivered to all addresses in the Clay Cross
Towns Fund area, directing people to the website, and providing postal and telephone
contact details for people to get in touch;



An Online Survey – development of a survey for residents, local businesses and
stakeholders – who were invited to respond to a broad range of questions and themes in
order to gauge views and seek feedback from the community. This survey will be
disseminated to local residents through both digital and physical mediums.



Rolling programme of Facebook and Instagram Ads - running alongside the survey - a
number of social media questions were posed via Instagram/Facebook. These were
targeted to the community within Clay Cross posing questions such as ‘What do you love
about Clay Cross?’ and ‘What would you change?’. The adverts directed people towards
the website to participate and have their say.



Issuing a press release to advise residents and businesses of the activities underway.

(ii)

Phase 2: 31st July – 24th August

The second phase of the consultation process focused on the issue of a second survey with the
community invited to comment on the draft Investment Plan and potential project proposals.
This phase was supported by a press release, posters in the Town Centre and summary
exhibition boards placed at various locations across the Town Centre.
In addition to the distribution of the online survey (Survey Monkey), paper copies of the survey
were provided at popular convenience stores on Market Street and the Hight Street to engage
residents without access to online services.
Alongside the targeted engagement process, residents, businesses and stakeholders were also
invited to provide their views through the Government’s MyTown portal, which was open
throughout the consultation period.
4.1.3

Stakeholder consultation
Targeted engagement with key stakeholders has played an important role in guiding the
baseline analysis and identification of key opportunities and challenges at the local level.
Alongside this, consultations have guided the identification and prioritisation of intervention
opportunities within the town.
To represent a wide range of views, consultations have been undertaken with a wide range of
stakeholders:
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Towns Deal Board – key individuals have been consulted in their capacity as members of
the Board, representing the wider interests of the Clay Cross community;



Businesses and developers – Worcester Bosch, Larksfleet Group, St Modwen, Roe
Developments;



Public sector agencies – a range of parties representing specific areas of interest including
D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership, Sport England and Homes England;



Education and skills - Chesterfield College, DCC Adult Education Services, Derby University;



Energy – Midlands Energy Hub, E.ON plc, Coal Authority;



Transport and infrastructure - HS2, Network Rail, East Midland Railways;



Creative and community sector - Junction Arts, First Arts, Active Derbyshire;



Community representatives – members of the local parish councils.

A full list of consultees is attached at Appendix X.
4.1.4

Future stakeholder engagement strategy
Recognising the importance of sustaining effective engagement to the delivery of the ambitions
outlined in the Town Investment Plan, the Stakeholder Engagement Plan (Appendix X) sets out
the principles that will be adopted to ensure that an effective approach is maintained
throughout the bidding process and into delivery.
In addition to continued stakeholder engagement through the working groups, a programme of
awareness and aspiration raising community engagement and associated events will put in
place building on work being undertaken by existing partners include Active Derbyshire,
Junction Arts and First Arts. This will be supported by on-going social media and other media
updates. Public consultation will also be undertaken as part of the feasibility and pre-planning
stages of project development.
A shadow Youth Board will be established and have
representation on the main board. Direct engagement will be undertaken with local schools.
The Board and North East Derbyshire Council will also work with partners to expand or establish
existing and new interest groups. These will focus on town centre business, the wider business
community, Sharley and Kenning Park and the creative community.

4.2

Private sector investment
[To be completed]
Commitments secured from the private sector at this stage comprise:



Worcester Bosch – provision of a training resource as part of the Skills and Enterprise Hub,
commitment to an energy network feasibility study, support for the energy demonstrate
project as part of Sharley Park Leisure Centre;



Larksfleet Group – commitment to the delivery of Bridge Street gasification/biomass plant,
support for the energy network feasibility study;
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Disc Golf Distribution Limited – creation of a Golf Disk course at Sharley Park;



Diana Yates (local entrepreneur) – has commitment to partnership working on Clay Cross
Creative and associated youth projects.

The Board will seek to ensure that private sector investment is maximised in support of the
objectives of the Plan, exploring opportunities for leverage.
At a strategic level, the programme of interventions will contribute to addressing key market
failures, linked to externalities and imperfect information, creating the conditions for increased
private sector investment over the longer term.

4.3

Business case development and appraisal

4.3.1

Business Case Development
All projects that will submitted for Town Deal funding will be supported with a robust Business
Case that will be developed in accordance with the Five Case Business Case model, outlined in
Figure 4.1. This will ensure that they meet the standards required by HM Treasury’s Green Book.
Each business case will confirm the strategic context for the proposal; set out a robust case for
change; assess a range of potential options as to the best way forward; and consider the
deliverability and viability of the options explored. In doing so, it will identify the preferred
option that optimises value for money; the financial requirement and project’s affordability; the
supporting procurement strategy, and the management arrangements for the successful
delivery of the project.
Figure 4.1: Five Case Model
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The following key issues will be considered under each of the Five Cases:


Strategic Case - this will set out a robust and evidence-based case for the investment,
establishing the rationale and fit with national, regional and local policies. Key issues
related to need and demand, and evidence gathered from stakeholders will be considered.



Economic Case - the development of this case will involve identification of a long-list of
options for assessment against their strategic fit, achievability, affordability and
acceptability. A short-list of options will be selected and taken forward as part the
detailed appraisal. The costs and benefits of each option will be compared to determine
which option offers the best value for money (using net present public value and benefit
cost ratios). The risks associated with each option will also be considered.



Commercial Case - the purpose of this case is to demonstrate that the preferred option
will result in a viable procurement and well-structured deal, providing certainty in terms of
delivery and minimising risk to the public sector. In close consultation with project
partners, the proposed procurement and delivery route will be explored, considering the
appropriate strategy and preferred delivery arrangements.



Financial Case - the capital and revenue requirements associated with the project will be
set out within the Financial Case. The overall cashflow, its net present value (NPV) and the
funding sources will also be set out. In addition, it will be important to identify the
forecast annual funding/income for the project and its affordability based on budget
provisions.



Management Case - this case will set out how the project will be managed by the lead
agency and their partners. It will include identifying the governance arrangements, as well
as identifying clear roles and responsibilities.

North East Derbyshire Council will be responsible for overseeing the development and delivery
of all relevant business cases for Town Deal funding and ensuring that they are appraised in line
with HM Treasury Green Book guidance where this is carried out by the Local Accountable Body.
To support the business case development process the Council will need to procure technical
assistance where this is not available in house.
4.3.2

Business Case Appraisal
To support the Business Case Appraisal process, North East Derbyshire Council will draw on the
expertise within the LEP (e.g. with regard to the adoption of practices and standards outlined in
their Assurance Framework) to ensure that a system is put in place that will provide
Government and local partners with assurance that decisions over the allocation of Town Deal
funding are proper, transparent and deliver value for money.
If projects are being appraised locally, it is envisaged that a Town Deal Investment Panel will be
established, with suitably skilled individuals drawn from relevant partner agencies (e.g. with
representatives from the public, private, and community and voluntary sectors) and
government, to ensure there is sufficient oversight and scrutiny of the business case proposals
brought forward. This panel will in turn report to the Town Deal Board, regarding the allocation
of funding and best use of public sector funding.
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Where projects are appraised locally, the following process will be implemented:


Stage 1: Projects will be requested to complete an Outline Business Case (using the fivecase business model) for approval by the Town Deal Investment Panel.



Stage 2: The Town Deal Investment Panel will undertake an initial review to ensure that
the project is in line with the TIP and Prospectus.



Stage 3: If positive, a full business case (with supporting implementation/business plan)
will be prepared and submitted to the Investment Panel for consideration.



Stage 4: The Investment Panel will seek an independent evaluation/appraisal of the
scheme to ensure that it is Green Book compliant.



Stage 5: Investment Panel decisions will be presented to the Town Deal Board for final
approval.



Stage 6: If approved by the Board, a funding agreement (with conditions where necessary)
will be negotiated with the project sponsor.



Stage 7: Schemes will proceed once final contracts have been approved by the
Accountable Body and project sponsor.

4.4

Delivery plan

4.4.1

Governance
The delivery of the Clay Cross strategy and Town Investment Plan programme will be overseen
by North East Derbyshire District Council (the accountable body) and the Clay Cross Town
Board. A lead officer with be identified to co-ordinate delivery across the TIP programme and
report to the Clay Cross Board.
The Board has presentation from the key delivery partners including North East Derbyshire
District Council, Derbyshire County Council, D2N2, Homes and Communities Agency,
Chesterfield College, Derby University, Sport England, Derbyshire County FA, Worcester Bosch
(private business) and Global Brands (Private Business). The membership of the board will be
kept under review to ensure focus but also appropriate representation in core priority areas.
Consideration is therefore being given to engagement from the arts/cultural sector and a youth
representative.
The TIP programme and work of the Clay Cross Board will be reported to Cabinet committees at
District and County.
The Clay Cross Strategy and TIP programme will be articulated through the preparation of an
Investment Prospectus. The Investment Prospectus, which will be public and market facing, will
confirm the vision and objectives, the strategy and the detail of projects as they develop. This
will be encompassed in an Action Plan and investment programme identify in key actions, lead
partner and milestones. This Action Plan and investment programme will address the early
intervention, business planning and delivery phases. The Investment Prospectus, Action Plan
and Investment Programme will be monitored and regularly updated.
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The Board will also work with the Midland Energy Hub and the Parish Council to established a
programme of carbon benchmarking.
4.4.2

Communication and Engagement
The Clay Cross Town Board will oversee the delivery of an on-going programme of community
engagement and communication, including the delivery of cultural, creative, arts and active
events with partners, including First Arts and Active Derbyshire. The Board will explore the
scope to support and develop existing and in some cases community action groups in the form
of a Town Centre Businesses Group, and ‘Friends of’ groups for Sharley Park and Kenning Park.
Working with Tupton Hall School and Chesterfield College and other partners the Board will also
work towards the establishment of a shadow Youth Board

4.4.3

Business Planning and Project Development
The Board will oversee Business Planning and project development. The detail of Business
Planning and project development will be supported by working groups, overseen by the board
and managed and supported by lead officers with appropriate technical support. Each working
group has a representative on the Clay Cross Board. The role of the working groups against
each TIP project is set out in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Working group structure

2

Working
Group

Status

Projects

Other Objectives/
Project Links

Work to date

Town Centre
Regeneration

Currently
configured as a
Built Environment
Working Group

Market Street
Bridge Street
Land of Broadleys
Infill Housing
Bio-diversity / GI / Public
Realm
Pedestrian and cycle Links
Traffic Management
Coney Green Industrial

Creative Clay Cross
Skills Hub

Input into the TIP
and Town Centre
strategy

Sharley Park
Leisure
Centre

Established

Sharley Park Leisure Centre

Youth Initiatives
Active Events
Energy Strategy
Sharley Park
Masterplan

Outline scheme for
Leisure Centre.
Input into the TIP
bid

Skills and
Enterprise

Established

Skills and Enterprise Hub

Clay Cross Creative
Town Centre
Regeneration
Youth Initiatives

Input into the TIP
bid

Clay Cross
Creative

In development2

Clay Cross Creative

Youth Initiatives
Active Events

Input into TIP bid

Current involvement of DCC, First Arts, private sector partner
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Public Art
programme
Skills Hub

4.4.4

Low Carbon
Energy

In development3

Low Carbon Energy Network
Feasibility
Low Carbon Energy
Demonstrator Project

Sharley Park
Leisure Centre
Energy pilot
Zero Carbon
Benchmarking

In put into TIP bid

Rail

Established

Rail Station Feasibility

Traffic
Management
Ped / Cycle Links

In put into TIP bid
Scoping of
feasibility study

Project Delivery
An Action Plan and outline programme for delivery has been prepared. This included reference
to key risk. The deliverability of the strategy overall is added by a significant focus on assets and
land within the public estate and on public realm and connectivity improvements. Key partners
have been involved in the development of the bid and their support has been confirmed for
aspects where there input will be required. These will limit risks in delivery. The Rail and
Energy projects will be the subject of detailed feasibility studies and once proven funded via
other sources. Whilst these project would in themselves be transformational and would be
hugely beneficial to the wider investment offer of the town they are not fundamental to the
successful delivery of other initiatives.
All projects are consistent with the adopted Development Plan.
The Market Street and Bridge Street projects are central to the TIP programme and in
addressing both key priorities identified in public consultation and market failure in the town
centre. Whilst there is significant public sector land holdings in these area, there is a
requirement to assembly third party land. There has been some engagement with landowners
to-date and all are aware of the emerging proposals. Discussion that have taken place have not
identified any fundamental barriers to site assembly. However site assembly risks will be
addressed through a robust planning strategy and a planning approval will be in place to
support compulsory purchase should that be required.
Market demand and developer appetite is a key risk, which in large part is a function both of the
existing investment offer of the town and the challenges the town centre faces as well as the
wider economic slowdown. This market failure has to be addressed to bring about the
transformational change required in the town centre to ensure that it can full meeting the
needs of the community and to be a place in which the whole community have pride. The
driver for transformational change in these areas is driven in part by the need to enhance the
sense of activity and vibrancy in the town, increased footfall, improve the environment and
connectivity and create a new public space. As such and given the compact, smaller scale and
mixed nature of Clay Cross, the project benefits from the potential to offer a mix of uses and
indeed flexible spaces, reflecting of the market, without a need for reliance any single sector.
There are also a number of existing occupiers that would ideally be retained and relocated as

3

Current involvement of BEIS, Midland Energy Hub, DCC, Worcester Bosch
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part of the project. The delivery risks for the development projects will be addressed through a
number of actions, including:

4.4.5



on-going market positioning, market analysis and soft market testing;



consideration of procurement routes, including the scope for appointment of a
contractor/developer partner where there is involvement in other TIP projects; and



flexibility around user mix, scale and phasing.

Milestones
[To be completed]

4.4.6

Risk
[To be completed]
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